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Project Documentation
Background to the Survey:
The survey is meant to discover the popularity of corner shops, which products
are primarily bought there as well as the general acceptance.
Procedure:
•
•

•

•

Online survey in Germany with a total of 1,000 interviews
Survey participants were selected from the Dialego Access Panel
according to gender and age
Participants received an invitation via personalized e-mail including a
hyperlink to the survey
The sample was quoted according to gender and age variables as per
the German population (micro census)

Field Time:

Start:
End:

15 August 2011
22 August 2011
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Sample
Age

Gender

34%

25%

50%

50%

41%

Men

14-29 years

Women

30-49 years
50-69 years
Base: n = 1,000 interviewees
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Popularity

Have you already heard about so-called corner shops which offer convenience goods
to people living in rural areas or certain districts? Nowadays they are often called
„Nahkauf“, „Tegut-Lädchen“, „Lädchen für alles“, „Dorfladen“ etc.

4%
Yes

96%
No

Base: n = 1,000 interviewees

Even nowadays almost everybody has heard about corner shops.
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Shopping at Corner Shops
Do you sometimes or often shop at corner shops?
Yes, but rarely

Yes, regularly

23%

Yes, nearly exclusively

1%
11%

No, I have never shopped at
such a store

65%

Yes, regulary
Base: n = 965 intervieweees who have already
heard about corner shops

14-29 years

9%
16%

30-49 years

7%

50-69 years

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Corner shops are not only well known, they are frequented, too. Three quarters of the
consumers have already shopped there. Among the regular customers those ages 30 to
49 are far ahead of the other age groups.
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Product Shopping - Top Products
Which products do you buy at corner shops?
Bakery products (bread, cake etc.)

44%

Sweets

38%

Fruit and/or vegetables

34%

Dairy products (cheese, milk etc.)

31%

Snacks

29%

Eggs

28%

Non-alcoholic beverages

20%

Cigarettes

20%
19%

Dry products (flour, sugar, salt etc.)

16%

Coffee

15%

Spices, tea

14%

Alcoholic beverages

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

n= 739 interviewees who shop at corner shops; multiple answers possible

Products which are preferably bought daily to keep them fresh such as bakery products,
fruit and/or vegetables and dairy products rank first as well as products which tend to be
bought spontaneously such as sweets.
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Product Shopping
Lower-ranking Products
Which products do you buy at corner shops?
Drug store products (soap, lotions etc.)

13%

Preserves

13%
11%

Oil, vinegar etc
Meat

8%

Cleaning agents

8%

Frozen foods

8%

Cereals (Cornflakes, Muesli etc.)

7%

Convenience products (soups, dumplings
etc.)

7%
5%

Convenience foods
Fish

2%

Nearly all groceries I need

8%

Other

8%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

n= 739 interviewees who shop at corner shopss; multiple answers possible

Storage products are less often bought at corner shops. Nevertheless, a small group of
consumers do all of their grocery shopping there.
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Product Shopping - Shopping Preferences
Split According to Age
What do you buy at so-called corner shops?
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Bakery products (bread, cake etc.)
sweets
Fruit and/or vegetables

The other articels had no
Significants. Difference in
Split Aacording to Age.

Dairy products (cheese, milk etc.)
Snacks

14-29 years
Eggs
Non-alcoholic beverages

30-49 years
50-69 years

cigarettes
Coffee
Frozen foods
cereals (Cornflakes, Muesli etc.)

A box indicates that the value is
significantly higher on a 95% level.
The colour of the box indicates its siginificance.

n= 739 interviewees who shop at corner shops; multiple answers possible

Older consumers tend to buy convenience goods at corner shops while the younger ones prefer to
buy spontaneous treats such as sweets or snacks.
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Why at corner shops?
Why do you shop at corner shops?
Since I sometimes forget to buy something on a
shopping spree

52%
41%

Since I'd like to support such stores

39%

Since I don't have to drive there

32%

Since I like to shop there

15%

Since I am more likely to meet people I know

12%

Since huge supermarkets are to impersonal for me
Since bad transport connections keep me from
reaching the nearest supermarket or discount shop

6%

Other reasons

7%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

n= 739 interviewees who shop at corner shops; multiple answers possible

Forgetting something on a shopping spree bestows upon corner shops half of their
customers. Nevertheless there are also many consumers who intend to support those
shops.
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Why Not at Corner Shops?
Why do you not shop at corner shops?
I would like to, but there are none in my area

39%

There are enough supermarkets and discount shops in my area

35%

I heard about corner shops but I don't know one myself

28%
14%

Since I prefer supermarkets/discount shops

12%

Since the prices are too high
Since they don't have the products I'm looking for

10%

Since corner shops don't offer a shopping experience

3%

Since I fear that the products won't be fresh

3%

I think that corner shops are old fashioned
Other reasons

2%
3%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Base: n = 226 interviewees who do not shop at corner shops; multiple answers possible

More than a third of those who don't shop at corner shops would like to go there if a shop
was nearby. Only few are bothered by the higher prices.
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Price Feeling

What do you think of the prices at corner shops in comparison to those at supermarkets or
discount shops?

1%
Higher

4%

Equal

22%
73%

Lower
I don't know

Base: n = 739 interviewees
n = 739 interviewees who shop at corner shops; multiple answers possible

Nearly three quarters of the consumers think that prices at
corner shops are higher than elsewhere.
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New Corner Shops
Split According to Gender & Age
Do you approve of new corner shops presently being installed in rural areas and some
districts?
Total

71%

Men

23%

69%

1% 3%
4%

23%

72%

Women

1% 3%
3%

2%
4%

22%
Significant in „50-69 years“

14-29 years

60%

28% *

30-49 years

69% *

25%*

2% 1%
4%

Significant in „14-29 years“ and „30-49 years“

2% 2%

81% *

50-69 years

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Rather yes
Rather no

Significant in „50-69 years“

Significant in „14-29 years“

1%
6% 5%

Yes, of course

Not not at all
I don't know

16%
50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Base: n = 965 interviewees who have already heard about corner shops

The acceptance of corner shops is surprisingly high, the older the
consumers the higher it is.
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Proper Participation
Split According to Gender & Age
Could you imagine financially taking a share in the opening of a corner shop if you were
living in an area without shopping facilities?

Total

11%

Men

33%

13%

30%

35%

15%

28%

10%

16%

8%

Significant in „Men“
Women

10%

30%

33%

14%

Yes, of course

13%*

Rather yes

Significant in „30-49 years“

25%

14-29 years

37% *

26%

18%

9%

Rather no

Significant in „14-29 years“
30-49 years

12%

50-69 years

11%

0%

10%

Not not at all

37% *

26%

33%

20%

30%

31%

40%

50%

60%

70%

13%

11%

16%

10%

80%

90%

100%

I don't know

* The asterisk means
that the value is
significantly higher on a
95% level

Base: n = 965 interviewees who have already heard about corner shops

Especially those aged 30 to 49 believe in the sustainability of corner shops,
nearly half of them could imagine financially taking a share in them.
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Community Partizipation

Do you approve of certain communities taking a share in the opening of corner shops by
providing buildings or money?

6%
Yes, I think it is important that
communities take care of the
population's local supply

9%
85%

No, such shops should solely be
sustained by their carriers
I don't know

Base: n = 965 interviewees who have already heard about corner shops

There is general agreement when it comes to the
communities' responsibility to take care of the population's
local supply.
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Summary
Return of the Corner Shops
Consumers generally approve of corner shops. Nearly all of them (94 percent) appreciate new corner shops being installed in rural areas and
some districts. About half of the consumers (44 percent) could imagine financially taking a share in the opening of corner shops if they were living
in an area without shopping facilities. Especially those aged 30 to 49 (49 percent) believe in the sustainability of corner shops.
Those who forgot something on a shopping spree tend to resort to corner shops. Half of the consumers (52 percent) benefit from this possibility.
There are customers, though, who intentionally buy certain products at corner shops (41 percent) in order to support those shops. 39 percent shop
at corner shops because they are nearby. Only few (6 percent) indicate that they shop at corner shops because of bad transport connections.
Meeting people there is only mentioned by few consumers (15 percent).
When questioned about their reasons for not shopping at corner shops, more than a third (39 percent) say that they would like to shop there but do
not have a corner shop nearby. Nearly a third (35 percent) says that there are enough supermarkets and discount shops in their area, so they don't
need corner shops. Reasons such as high prices (12 percent) or doubts of the products' freshness (3 percent) are less important. The lack of
shopping experience is also only mentioned by 3 percent. .
If you have a look at the shopping cart of the consumers buying at corner shops, it becomes clear that on the one hand there are fresh products
such as bakery products (44 percent) – rank 1, fruit an/or vegetables (34 percent) – rank 2 and dairy products (31 percent) – rank 4. All of those
are products one likes to purchase fresh. Sweets (36 percent) rank second, maybe resolutions are spontaneously abandoned here. The midfield
consists of products such as cigarettes, beverages (alcoholic and non-alcoholic), dry products (flour, sugar, salt etc.), coffee and spices. Ranking
last are convenience products, frozen foods, cereals and cleaning agents – mostly products which need a lot of room to be presented in their
variety, which corner shops certainly cannot offer. The same is surely true for meat (5 percent) and fish (2 percent).

It can be assumed that the present openings of corner shops will be appreciated by the consumers. Popular trade chains are already planning.
They revive a local shopping culture which had been replaced by supermarkets and discount shops in the 1980s.
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Contact

Feel free to contact us:
Angelika Tings, Public Relations & HR

Dialego AG

Market Research Online

Karmeliterstraße 10
52064 Aachen, Germany
+49 241 97828-0 TEL
+49 241 97828-118 FAX
www.dialego.de
info@dialego.de

Dialego AG is a member of:
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